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BRIEFINGNOTE 

Introduction 

The Securities and Futures Commission ("SFC") published the Report on the Review of Licensed Corporations 

Providing Online Brokerage, Distribution and Advisory Services on 31 August 2022 (the "Report"). The Report (1) 

sets out the SFC's observations and findings regarding the industry, (2) highlights compliance issues identified from 

its review, and (3) sets out its expected standards from licensed corporations ("LCs") providing online brokerage, 

distribution and advisory services.  

This client alert summarises the key takeaway points of the Report.  

Observations 

The SFC has made various observations, including the following:  

1. Non-face-to-face client onboarding: 96% of new accounts were opened using non-face-to-face client 

onboarding procedures, with LCs providing various incentives (e.g. rebates, discounts, cash rewards and 

gift stocks) to attract new clients;  

2. Online trading, distribution and marketing: there has been an increasing number of LCs distributing 

and executing orders for investment products through their online platforms. Most commonly traded 
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products included equities, exchange-traded funds, collective investment schemes, futures and options 

contracts, bonds and virtual asset-related products;   

3. Additional functionality: many LCs provided market data, analysis and commentary via their online 

platforms, whilst some LCs provided live chat functions (a number of which were automated AI chatbots). 

An increasing number of LCs also embedded game-like features and integrated various social media 

functions into their online platforms; and 

4. Cross-border solicitation: some LCs promoted their services or solicited new clients outside of Hong 

Kong through their online platforms.  

Regulatory concerns 

The SFC highlighted various regulatory concerns, including the following: 

1. Non-face-to-face client onboarding 

• in onboarding clients using method (4) (online onboarding of clients using a designated bank 

account in Hong Kong) as set out in the SFC's Circular on Acceptable Account Opening Approaches, 

some LCs failed to conduct deposits and withdrawals through a designated bank account in Hong 

Kong and failed to obtain bank account details; and 

• in onboarding clients using method (5) (Remote onboarding of overseas individual clients) as set 

out in that same circular, some LCs failed to (i) authenticate the client's identity document, (ii) 

follow up with clients who did not pass facial recognition tests, (iii) make initial deposits or conduct 

deposits and withdrawals through the client's designated overseas bank accounts, and (iv) use 

recognised certification services.  

2. Online trading, distribution and marketing 

• some LCs included inappropriate clauses and statements in client agreements that sought to negate 

their suitability obligations, or asked their clients to make blanket acknowledgments that the LC did 

not make any solicitations or recommendations, despite the design and overall impression created 

by their online platforms that indicated that these LCs had, in reality, made solicitations or 

recommendations to their clients;  

• some LCs failed to observe selling restrictions and/or regulatory requirements regarding the sale of 

certain products, including failure to restrict the sale of certain products to professional investors 

only, and failure to comply with the requirements applicable to the distribution of virtual asset-

related products;  

• some LCS failed to implement proper mechanisms to identify and assess inconsistent information 

provided in their clients' risk profile questionnaires; and 

• some LCs made inadequate disclosure of product information and risk rating methodology.  

3. Additional functionality 

• some LCs failed to implement appropriate measures to ensure that commentary and information 

(some of which included the tagging of specific investment products and links to order execution 

pages) posted by their staff were accurate and not misleading.  

https://www.sfc.hk/en/Rules-and-standards/Account-opening/Acceptable-account-opening-approaches
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4. Cross-border solicitation 

• some LCs failed to consider whether the cross-border solicitation of clients may have constituted 

unlicensed activities in the relevant overseas jurisdiction.  

The SFC's expectations 

The SFC's expected standards from LCs are what one would envisage them to be – a plea to LCs to be more 

mindful of, and to attain a stricter level of compliance (in terms of both letter and spirit) with, the relevant 

guidelines, circulars and FAQs published by the SFC from time to time. These include: 

• given the prominence of non-face-to-face client onboarding, the Circular on Acceptable Account 

Opening Approaches, and the Circular on Remote Onboarding of Overseas Individual Clients; 

• relevant to an LC's operation as a whole in this space, the Guidelines on Online Distribution and 

Advisory Platforms; 

• the Code of Conduct for Persons Licensed by or Registered with the Securities and Futures 

Commission, in particular, paragraph 6 (Client agreement) thereof; 

• in terms of suitability and product disclosure, the FAQs on Compliance with Suitability Obligations 

by Licensed or Registered Persons, and though not referenced by the SFC in the Circular, the FAQs 

on Triggering of Suitability Obligations and the Circular on Non-complex and Complex Products; 

• as for cross-border solicitation, the Circular on Regulatory Compliance Regarding Cross-border 

Business Activities; and 

• where the distribution or marketing of virtual assets or virtual asset-related products is involved, 

one must always be mindful of the SFC's ever-evolving regulatory framework in that regard1.  

How we can help 

Many of our clients are LCs that provide online brokerage, distribution and advisory services. We regularly advise 

LCs on the issues identified in the Report, whether as part of an LC's internal review exercise, the launch of a new 

product or service, an ongoing compliance issue arising from the day-to-day operation of its business or a routine 

inspection by the SFC.  

We have extensive experience drafting standard form documentation for LCs, advising LCs on how they should 

structure their online platforms and what they should be aware of when launching new products or services, 

applying for licences or the removal of licensing conditions on their behalf, and liaising with the SFC and other 

regulators.  

Though the Report focuses only on LCs' increasingly innovative ways of doing business, that's only one part of the 

bigger picture, that bigger picture being a fintech industry that is now more vibrant than ever.  

We have seen (and advised on, and continue to advise on) a plethora of financial institutions (including LCs) 

looking to (i) digitalize their business, (ii) collaborate with other financial institutions to launch products or services 

that do not fall neatly within a specific regulatory regime and straddle across several different regimes, or (by strict 

 

 
1 For details, please refer to our article "New virtual asset service provider regime to take effect on 1 March 2023 (shlegal.com)". 
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application of the letter of the law) appear at first to be doubtful, or (iii) launch entirely digital-only lines of 

products or services that completely forego 'in-person' aspects.  

If your business operates in the fintech and/or securities industry, and you have any questions, please feel free to 

reach out to us.
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1 Stephenson Harwood is a law firm of over 1100 people worldwide, including 190 partners. Our people are 

committed to achieving the goals of our clients – listed and private companies, institutions and individuals. 

2 We assemble teams of bright thinkers to match our clients' needs and give the right advice from the right 

person at the right time. Dedicating the highest calibre of legal talent to overcome the most complex issues, 

we deliver pragmatic, expert advice that is set squarely in the real world.   

Our headquarters are in London, with eight offices across Asia, Europe and the Middle East. In addition, we 

have forged close ties with other high quality law firms. This diverse mix of expertise and culture results in a 

combination of deep local insight and the capability to provide a seamless international service.  

© Stephenson Harwood LLP 2022. Any reference to Stephenson Harwood in this document means Stephenson Harwood LLP and its 
affiliated undertakings. The term partner is used to refer to a member of Stephenson Harwood LLP or a partner, employee or consultant 

with equivalent standing and qualifications or an individual with equivalent status in one of Stephenson Harwood LLP’s affiliated 

undertakings.  

 

Full details of Stephenson Harwood LLP and its affiliated undertakings can be found at www.shlegal.com/legal-notices.  
 

Information contained in this briefing is current as at the date of first publication and is for general information only. It is not intended 

to provide legal advice.  

 
Unless you have consented to receiving marketing messages in relation to services of interest to you in your personal capacity, the 

services marketed in this message are offered only to the business for which you work. 
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